
To build your most powerful 
CRYO KATANA warrior, first 
snap the hip piece onto the 
chest piece.  Then YOU DECIDE 
which weapons, armor, and 
body parts to add on! 
HINT: As you build, it may be 
easier to assemble the arms and 
legs before you snap them into 
the figure's torso.

Hyperfuries™/Cryo Katana™
HYPERFURIES™>> World’s oldest living 
beings. Draw their power from the primal 
energies of earth and nature: lava floes, glacial 
lakes, etc. Enslaved by human sorcerers at the 
dawn of time, but some have now reclaimed 
mastery of their devastating powers. Sworn 
enemies of man.

CRYO KATANA™>>
Unstoppable as a glacier, swift as an 
avalanche, these guys are stone cold 
masters of attack. Will work as 
mercenaries for anyone who will pay 
them their bounty of choice: the rare 
and perfect diamonds known as 
Dragon’s Tears. Fools who come 
between them and a target soon find 
themselves in a deep freeze.

™

™

Average Height>>
Average Weight>>
Strength Type>>
Endurance Type>>

6'8"
220 LBS
7
5  

specifications >>

Hyperfuries™ Cryo Katana™

635424

other
hands

Stick the XEVOZ 
CHAMPION 
STICKERS™ on your 
figure as shown, matching 
the numbers and colors to 
the parts. You decide 
where to stick the rest!

CUSTOMIZE IT!

other heads

TO ASSEMBLE PARTS: 
Snap the ball into the widest part 
of the socket as shown. 

Socket
Ball

TO DISASSEMBLE PARTS: 
Bend at joint and pop ball out of 
socket. (Easier than pulling straight out!)

start
here

AGES 6+
85529/85515 asst.

    Want an even more powerful warrior?  
Check out  XEVOZ.COM

KIT# 18
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To build your most powerful 
PREDA CRAWLER warrior, first 
snap the hip piece onto the 
chest piece.  Then YOU DECIDE 
which weapons, armor, and 
body parts to add on! 
HINT: As you build, it may be 
easier to assemble the arms and 
legs before you snap them into 
the figure's torso.

BIOMECHA™>> 
War-mongering inhabitants of the polluted 
Zyberian continent. Though generally 
thought to be purely robotic beings, they are 
in fact humans who have “upgraded” their 
bodies with zyborg replacement parts. 
Frequently suspected as assassins and spies. 

PREDA CRAWLER™>>
Elite infiltration agents, usually 
recruited from Zyberia’s most powerful 
families.  Upgraded for superior power, 
agility and mobility, their tri-claw 
feature allows them to crawl up walls 
and crush obstacles (or the occasional 
foe) with amazing speed.  Hobbies 
include kidnapping enemy generals.

Zyberian Continent

Average Height>>
Average Weight>>
Strength Type>>
Endurance Type>>

5'10"   
325 LBS
8
7

specifications >>

Preda Crawler™Biomecha™

™

™

Stick the XEVOZ 
CHAMPION 
STICKERS™ on your 
figure as shown, 
matching the numbers 
and colors to the parts. 
You decide where to 
stick the rest!

CUSTOMIZE IT!

635332

Biomecha™/Preda Crawler™

other heads

weapon

AGES 6+
85529/85515 asst.

TO ASSEMBLE PARTS: 
Snap the ball into the widest part 
of the socket as shown. 

Socket
Ball

TO DISASSEMBLE PARTS: 
Bend at joint and pop ball out of 
socket. (Easier than pulling straight out!)

start
here
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    Want an even more powerful warrior?  
Check out  XEVOZ.COM

KIT# 18


